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Prediction of protein-ligand interactions and their corresponding binding free energy is a
challenging task in structure-based drug design and related applications. Docking and scoring is a
broadly used approximation of the latter. To demonstrate the predictive power and to investigate
the strength and weaknesses of scoring functions several benchmark test sets have been
developed in the past.[1]-[3] These data sets are characterized by high diversity in terms of
protein families, ligand chemotypes and binding affinities. High diversity is well suited for the
evaluation and comparison of the global performance of docking and scoring software. However,
understanding the local behavior of a scoring function, how well it can differentiate between
similar molecules is almost impossible with these data sets. Here, a novel benchmark data set
based on Matched Molecular Pairs (MMPs) was developed to study the local behavior of scoring
functions. MMPs are defined as molecules that differ in one well-defined transformation that is
associated with a change in an arbitrary molecular property (transformation effect).[4] The
assembled data set of 99 3D-MMP was used to investigate whether or not scoring functions can
differentiate between chemically related compounds. Various scoring functions were used to
score the data set, most of them are available within the commercially available software
MOE 2014.09 [5] and GOLD Suite 5.2.2 [6]. The 3D-MMPs were scored in the respective crystal
structures without any posing (i.e. the position of the small molecule was not changed) to focus
on scoring and to exclude the influence of posing (i.e. the placement algorithm). Only three
scoring functions (X‐Score, Affinity dG and GoldScore) reached a prediction rate of more than
60% in the prediction of the trend of a transformation effect. Analyzing the relationship between
molecular size and affinity led to the following results. In 51 3D-MMPs, the larger molecule was
also the more active one. In only 20 3D-MMPs the smaller molecule was more active (the
remaining molecules show no difference in bioactivity (n = 5) or the same number of heavy
atoms (n = 23)). Hence, in 71.8% (51 out of 71) the larger molecule was also more active. This
means that in this study the molecule’s size would be the best scoring function.
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